Esophageal cancer-related gene 4 at the interface of injury, inflammation, infection, and malignancy
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Abstract: In humans, esophageal cancer-related gene 4 (ECRG4) is encoded by four exons in the c2orf40 locus of chromosome 2. Translation of ECRG4 messenger ribonucleic acid produces a 148 amino acid-secreted 17 KDa protein that is then processed to 14, ten, eight, six, four, and two KDa peptides, depending on the cell in which the gene is expressed. As hypermethylation at the c2orf40 locus inhibits ECRG4 gene expression in many epithelial cancers, several investigators have speculated that ECRG4 is a candidate tumor suppressor. Indeed, overexpression of ECRG4 inhibits cell proliferation in vitro, but it also has a wide range of effects in vivo beyond its antitumor activity. ECRG4 overexpression affects apoptosis, senescence, cell migration, inflammation, injury, and infection responsiveness. ECRG4 activities also depend on its cellular localization, secretion, and post-translational processing. These cytokine/chemokine-like characteristics argue that ECRG4 is not a traditional candidate tumor suppressor gene, as originally predicted by its downregulation in cancer. We review how insights into the regulation of ECRG4 gene expression, knowledge of its primary structure, and the study of its emerging physiological functions come together to support a much more complex role for ECRG4 at the interface of inflammation, infection, and malignancy.
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Introduction

An estimated 25,000 human genes are being assigned to distinct loci in human chromosomes, and often, their functions are not known. Of these genes, open reading frames (ORFs) are encoded by only a small fraction of genes that, in turn, transcribe messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) to produce proteins. An even smaller subset of ORFs encode extracellular proteins. These are designated the human "secretome", and they encode peptide ligands, cell surface proteins, high- and low-affinity receptors, and circulating enzymes that naturally localize outside the cell. Because of this pharmacological accessibility, these gene products are attractive targets for diagnostics development and new therapeutics discovery.

In a search of genes encoding peptide hormones in the human genome, Mirabeau et al3 used Markov modeling to identify one likely candidate, the human c2orf40 locus of chromosome 2. ORF 40 (c2orf40). Interestingly, this same locus was previously reported4,5 to encode a candidate tumor suppressor gene called esophageal cancer-related gene 4 (ECRG4). Nevertheless, Mirabeau et al3 discovered that the ECRG4 gene encoded a protein with all of the features of a secreted neuropeptide hormone precursor. At the time, ECRG4 had no known physiological function, but the ECRG4 protein was recognized to have a hydrophobic leader sequence targeting it to the
endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi apparatus, and thereby its secretion outside the cell. At 148 amino acids in length, Mirabeau et al observed that ECRG4 also had a primary sequence that was highly conserved among species. Finally, with a molecular weight of 17,183 Daltons, ECRG4 was relatively small, and its primary amino acid sequence contained consensus dibasic amino acids that predicted the same proteolytic post-translational processing that characterized many extracellular ligands.6–9

Because ECRG4 expression is significantly downregulated by hypermethylation in human cancers,4,5,10–22 there are compelling reasons to believe that its basic biology might be directly tied to the onset, development, and progression of human cancer. If so, the physiological methylation of its promoter in normal cells may gauge its expression in normal tissues and fine-tune ECRG4 gene re-expression after injury, inflammation, and infection, and its effects on apoptosis, cell migration, and senescence.1,23–39

### Discovery of esophageal cancer-related gene 4

In 1998, Su et al described how cloning and sequencing expressed ribonucleic acids could be used to implicate genes in the development of esophageal cancer. Using a technique of differential display, they compared differences in gene expression between three normal and three primary human squamous esophageal cell carcinomas, and identified four novel genes that were either expressed in normal esophageal epithelia but absent in esophageal cancer or alternatively expressed in esophageal cancer but not detected in normal esophageal epithelia. These esophageal cancer-related genes were named ECRG1, ECRG2, ECRG3, and ECRG4, and further studied by reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction. All were found in many tissues, including the fetal and adult brain, liver, kidney, testis, bone marrow, and skeletal muscle. ECRG1 and ECRG2, however, were not detectable in either cancerous or cancer-adjacent tissues, while ECRG3 was highly expressed. ECRG4 gene expression appeared unique in that it was decreased in tumor cells, but readily detectable in normal tumor-adjacent tissue. Su et al concluded that ECRG1 and ECRG2 were most likely tumor associated,4 so the role of ECRG4 was largely ignored.

A subsequent bioinformatic approach by Bi et al, however, supported a broader role for ECRG4 in the control of cancer cell growth. They confirmed that ECRG4 was downregulated and extended their findings to human prostate cancer and several tumor cell lines. They also mapped the ECRG4 gene to human chromosome 2q14.1–4.3, a finding that would later be corrected to 12q12.2 and defined to the c2orf40 locus.

The field remained largely dormant until 2002, when investigators detected differential ECRG4 gene expression in the course of screening candidate genes implicated in epithelial dysfunction and inflammatory disease.23–25 These were the first indications that ECRG4 might be involved in homeostatic functions in normal physiology. These authors also confirmed that ECRG4 gene expression was readily detectable in numerous tissues, including human heart, brain, placenta, lung, liver, skeletal muscle, eye, cornea, and kidney. While its physiological function remained enigmatic, at least one report implicated ECRG4 in tissue regeneration after injury,26 a finding that would be confirmed several years later in preclinical models of central nervous system (CNS) injury, infection, and immunity.30,35,37–40

The potential biological relevance of ECRG4 in glaucoma41 extended the interest of ECRG4 in malignancy and suggested that ECRG4 had a broader regulatory function in human biology. It was the work of Su et al,10 however, in 2003 that confirmed the potential importance of ECRG4 in human cancer biology. These authors reported that ECRG4 gene expression profiles significantly correlate (P<0.001) with family histories of upper gastrointestinal cancers.10 Their study was followed shortly thereafter by the discovery that ECRG4 downregulation is mediated by CpG hypermethylation of its promoter.11 This hypermethylation, in turn, is a mechanism for regulating ECRG4 gene expression based on de-methylation drugs that restore its expression.37,42

By 2007, the detection of ECRG4 had gained value as an independent prognostic factor of poor survival in patients with esophageal cancer12 and implicated in tissue regeneration after injury.26 Just as Markov modeling predicted,3 ECRG4 was secreted. Peptides processed from the ECRG4 precursor were detected in proteomic analyses of normal human biological fluids like blood, cerebrospinal fluid, and in the conditioned media of different cell types.43 Unlike “traditional” tumor suppressor genes, ECRG4 was also tethered to the outer cell surface and processed for release into biological fluids.37,44,45 Clearly, even though ECRG4 was most often described as a “candidate tumor suppressor gene”, it was better described as a neuropeptide, cytokine, and chemokine7–21 implicated, by virtue of its downregulation, in the onset and progression of human cancers.

### The ECRG4 gene: expression, regulation, and hypermethylation

In humans, the ECRG4 protein is encoded by a four-exon gene on chromosome 2 at the locus C2:106,063,246 to 106,078,159...
that is called C2orf40 (Figure 1). Bioinformatic mapping of the 5′ untranslated region (5′UTR) reveals a significant distribution of CpG islands that are predicted substrates for hypermethylation of the c2orf40 promoter. This structural finding is compatible with a very strong \( P<0.001 \) correlation between the inhibition of ECRG4 gene expression and its hypermethylation in cancer.\(^{11,13-15,21}\) It is further supported by the fact that methylation inhibitors like the drug 5-AZA-C, can increase ECRG4 expression in vivo and in vitro,\(^{37,42}\) presumably by inhibiting deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) methylation. Although there is a significant body of evidence pointing to methylation of ECRG4 promoter CpGs, their exact identity and the significance of individual methylation sites remains unknown. Bioinformatic promoter analyses of the 5′UTR of the c2orf40 gene also identify several consensus transcription factor binding sites that predict a role for numerous intracellular transcription factors in the regulation of ECRG4 expression. Interestingly, many of these transcription factors are associated with the control of cell growth and differentiation, suggesting the possible roles of ECRG4 in cell function (Figure 1). These include SP1, Ik-2, cRel, SRY, RORα2, Oct-1, MZF-1, c-myc, Ap1, and AML1α. As expected, a TATA transcription start sequence is localized 1 Kb 5′ from the ECRG4 open reading frame in the 5′UTR.

As discussed earlier, the ECRG4 gene is normally expressed in a wide range of normal tissues that include adrenal, bone marrow, brain, breast, esophagus, eye, heart, intestine, kidney, leukocytes, lung, ovary, placenta, prostate, skeletal muscle, skin, spleen, testis, and thyroid. Because of this wide tissue distribution, it can be presumed to have constitutive functions maintaining homeostasis. These sentinel functions are only beginning to emerge and are discussed below. To date, ECRG4 gene expression has been primarily localized to epithelial cells, including more specialized epithelial-derived cells and even hematopoietic cells. These include pituicytes,\(^{37,48}\) oligodendrocytes,\(^{30}\) astrocytes,\(^{43}\) choroid plexus epithelium, and ventricular ependymal cells\(^{33,40}\) in the CNS, and mucosal,\(^{39}\) epidermal,\(^{38}\) corneal,\(^{24}\) and airway epithelial cells\(^{49}\) and chondrocytes\(^{25,28}\) outside the CNS. Remarkably, ECRG4 is also detected on the surface of circulating neutrophils and on lymphocytes\(^{37}\) derived from bone marrow and spleen.\(^{24}\)

In contrast to the wide distribution of ECRG4 gene expression in normal tissues, the epigenetic silencing of ECRG4 expression by methylation of its promoter down-regulates constitutive human ECRG4 gene expression in a wide variety of human cancers.\(^{11,13-15,18,21,37,40,42}\) In these patients, the correlation between ECRG4 expression and outcome appears to be particularly important. Higher ECRG4 expression levels (like those seen in normal tissues) correlates with improved survival in patients with cancers of the esophagus, prostate, and breast. These findings support a proposed role for ECRG4 as a candidate tumor suppressor\(^{12,15,19}\) in regards to cancer, but equally as a sentinel gene\(^{37,39,40,46}\) in normal tissues. To this end, it is important to note that ECRG4 expression confers increased cell sensitivity to antitumor drugs like 5-fluorouracil, presumably by virtue of its ability to increase apoptosis.\(^{20}\)

Interestingly, there are also low to undetectable levels of ECRG4 gene expression in a wide panel of cultured normal cells or alternatively expanded as tumor cell lines. While we have attributed this change to the injury phenotype that alters ECRG4 gene expression (see “Infection, inflammation, and injury”), others\(^{25}\) attribute the observation of undetectable ECRG4 protein to the sensitivity of reagents. In part, this decreased gene expression may be due to

Figure 1 The ECRG4 gene and the ECRG4 promoter.

Notes: Located on human chromosome 2, the ECRG4 gene is composed of four exons and predicted to be regulated by multiple potential transcription factors as well as DNA methylation. The consensus binding sites and the density of methylate-able CpG islands were derived from sequences mapped using Gene Tools\(^{66}\), Promoter Prediction Server\(^{42}\), and FPROM\(^{66}\). Binding sites are illustrated in the 5′ region of the gene, and the density of methylate-able CpG islands is shown as vertical hash marks.

Abbreviations: DNA, deoxyribonucleic acid; ECRG4, esophageal cancer-related gene 4.
promoter hypermethylation, since gene expression can be normalized by treating cells with DNA methylation inhibitors such as 5-Azacytosine.37

Sequence, secretion, and cell-specific processing

The primary peptide sequence of ECRG4 is highly conserved among vertebrates, suggesting that ECRG4 plays an important physiological function that is shared by different species. This is best illustrated by the high degree of homology between the ECRG4 of different species (Table 1) but is shown in Figure 2A as sequence conservation that can be traced to specific domains in the protein. This homology may thus infer possible physiological importance, point to mechanism of action, and help establish the protein’s relevance to disease. For example, the C-terminus of the ECRG4 “precursor” is strikingly conserved among all species, and interestingly, a putative thrombin consensus sequence in human ECRG4 (126–135) appears to be absent in lower species. This could suggest taxonomically restricted biological activities due to species-specific protein processing.

As discussed above, bioinformatic analyses also predict that the human ECRG4 open reading frame, ECRG4, encodes a secreted protein that has a hormone precursor-like structure that is susceptible to proteolytic processing.2 Processing can generate multiple ECRG4-derived peptides and, like many neuropeptide precursors, each peptide can have individual, shared, and biologically distinct activities depending on proteolytic processing (Figure 2B). To this end, several studies have shown that ECRG4-derived peptides can be detected in lysates of normal tissues, in biological fluids (eg, serum and cerebrospinal fluid), and the conditioned media of cells engineered to overexpress ECRG4.6–8,50 Immunohistochemistry, flow cytometry, and subcellular localization studies, however, demonstrated that, while ECRG4 is indeed secreted outside the cell, in some cells it remains tethered to the cell surface.45 Cell surface biotinylation assays, mutagenesis analyses, and confocal microscopy show that its release from tethering is cell type-dependent (Figure 2B). Human kidney epithelial cells display the 14 KDa protein tethered to their surface and it is not further processed. Human neutrophils37 constitutively express cell surface ECRG4 and require cell activation to release the 14 KDa peptide that is processed to smaller peptides (Figure 2B). The PC3 prostate cancer cell line appears to display ECRG4 on the cell surface, but releases the peptide constitutively.45 A near-ubiquitous distribution of the membrane-bound 14 KDa ECRG4 in largely quiescent tissues in vivo, however, suggests that the precursor serves a sentinel-like function

Table 1 Homology of ECRG4 in different species

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>ENSEMBL identifier</th>
<th>Percent identity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>Homo sapiens</td>
<td>ENSG00000119147</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gorilla</td>
<td>Gorilla gorilla</td>
<td>ENSGGOG0000011015</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macaque</td>
<td>Macaca mulatta</td>
<td>ENSMMUG000001697</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chimpanzee</td>
<td>Pan troglodytes</td>
<td>ENSPTRG0000012317</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gibbon</td>
<td>Nomascus leucogenys</td>
<td>ENSNLEG0000010711</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dog</td>
<td>Canis lupus familiaris</td>
<td>ENSCAF0000002098</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kangaroo</td>
<td>Dipodons ordi</td>
<td>ENSDORG0000019114</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horse</td>
<td>Equus caballus</td>
<td>ENSECAC000001863</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bushbaby</td>
<td>Otolemur garnetti</td>
<td>ENSOAG0000009714</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea pig</td>
<td>Cavia porcellus</td>
<td>ENSCPOG0000008375</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferret</td>
<td>Mustela putius furo</td>
<td>ENSMUPUG0000010831</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cow</td>
<td>Bos taurus</td>
<td>ENSBTAG000001263</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cat</td>
<td>Felis catus</td>
<td>ENSCFCAG0000023685</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolphin</td>
<td>Tursiops trunciatus</td>
<td>ENSTRTG0000016820</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microbat</td>
<td>Myatis lucifugus</td>
<td>ENSMULUG0000006748</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megabat</td>
<td>Pteropus vampyrus</td>
<td>ENSPVAG000000977</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marmoset</td>
<td>Callithrix jacchus</td>
<td>ENSCJAG0000013467</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>Pelodiscus sinensis</td>
<td>ENSPSIG0000014412</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedgehog</td>
<td>Procavia capensis</td>
<td>ENSPCA0000006720</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesser</td>
<td>Echinops telfairi</td>
<td>ENSETEG0000000427</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hedgehog</td>
<td>tenrec</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anole lizard</td>
<td>Anolis carolinensis</td>
<td>ENSACAG00000010485</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flycatcher</td>
<td>Ficedula albicollis</td>
<td>ENSFALG0000003604</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elephant</td>
<td>Loxodonta africana</td>
<td>ENSLAFG00000021405</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicken</td>
<td>Gallus gallus</td>
<td>ENSGALG00000016800</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armadillo</td>
<td>Dasypus novemcinctus</td>
<td>ENSDNOG0000007174</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedgehog</td>
<td>Erinaceus europeus</td>
<td>ENSEEUG0000009526</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coelacanth</td>
<td>Latimeria chalumnae</td>
<td>ENSLACG0000008033</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duck</td>
<td>Anas platyrhynchos</td>
<td>ENSAPL0000013485</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon molly</td>
<td>Poecilia formosa</td>
<td>ENSPFOG0000015288</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cave fish</td>
<td>Astyanax mexicanus</td>
<td>ENSAMXG0000013514</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cod</td>
<td>Gadus morhua</td>
<td>ENSGMOG0000017148</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fugu</td>
<td>Takifugu rubripes</td>
<td>ENISTRUG0000013536</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: ECRG4, esophageal cancer-related gene 4.
Figure 2. ECRG4 protein, processing, and secretion by the cell.

Notes: (A) ECRG4 is a highly conserved protein. The primary amino acid sequences from various species were mined from ENSEMBL and sequences were compared to that of human ECRG4 by alignment of amino acids using Clustal Omega. Conserved amino acid sequences are highlighted to show similarity between species. The gene and protein identifications, respectively, were: human (ENSG00000119147.6 and ENSP00000238044); chimpanzee (ENSPTRG00000012317 and ENTRP00000021098); rhesus (ENSMJUG0000011497 and ENSMJUP00000022692); mouse (ENSMUSG00000026051 and ENSMJUP00000022717); rat (ENSRNOG00000023876 and ENSRNOP0000000030562); baboon (ENSPVAG000000977 and ENSPVAP00000009251); dog (ENSCAFG00000002998 and ENSCAFAP0000003831); cow (ENSBTATG00000012637 and ENSMUSP00000022717); chicken (ENSGALG00000016800 and ENSGALP00000025794); zebrafish A (ENSDARG00000006087 and ENSDARP000000029843); and zebrafish B (ENSDARG000000068717 and ENSDARP000000105276.1). Amino acid sequences for all 57 known orthologs to the human c2orf40 gene can be found at http://uswest.ensembl.org/Homo_sapiens/Gene/Compara_Ortholog?db=core;g=eNSG00000119147;r=2:106063294-106078155;t=eNST00000409944. (B) Cell surface processing by PC1/PC2 and furin convertases generates multiple peptide candidates. ECRG4 (left) encodes a noncanonical hydrophobic leader sequence that assists in tethering ECRG4 to the cell surface. As predicted by Mirabeau et al., ECRG4 processing at consensus protease substrate sequences for protein convertases like PC1/2, furin, or thrombin (large jagged lines) have the potential to yield several peptides (labeled 1–9) depending on the presence or absence of different proteases with differential activities. The effects of serine proteases like ECRG1 that have been shown to interact with ECRG44 are illustrated by the smaller jagged lines, which can process ECRG4 to even more potentially active peptides, making experimental analyses difficult.

Abbreviation: ECRG4, esophageal cancer-related gene 4.
that might also be constitutively proquiescent and growth/migration inhibitory. Upon cell stimulation and cell surface activation by prohormone convertases, peptides produced by ECRG4 processing can therefore play synergistic, potentiating, or even opposing functions and be growth/migration inhibitory, anti-inflammatory, and/or proinflammatory, respectively. This may be why downregulated and upregulated ECRG4 is associated with both pro- and anti-inflammatory activities, and pro- and antiapoptotic responses that alternatively stimulate cell senescence, affect the stress response, and promote cell survival.13,28,30,31,37,49,43–45,51

The processing and release of ECRG4 derived from the cell surface is presumed to be dependent on enzymatic processing at putative PC1, PC2, and PC3 furin-like cleavage sites in the primary sequence of ECRG4. However, the specific enzymes responsible for ECRG4 processing at the cell surface have yet to be identified. It is particularly interesting to note that the ECRG1 gene,4 which was originally linked to esophageal cancer at the same time as ECRG4, encodes a transmembrane serine protease that interacts with ECRG4.32 This ECRG1 gene, now called TMPRSS11A, is a proteolytic enzyme that, like ECRG4, is associated with epithelial cancer progression, cell senescence, the inhibition of cell growth, and G1 cell cycle arrest. These are all biological activities that it shares with ECRG4, suggesting that its downregulation in esophageal cancer4 would impair release and activation of an antitumor ECRG4 from the cell surface. While their interaction in normal tissues is unknown, it is interesting to speculate that ECRG1 might be a physiological activator of cell surface ECRG4 in vivo.

**Inflammation and tumor suppression**

The original discovery of ECRG4 downregulation in cancer by Su et al4 implied that it might be a constitutively expressed autocrine cell growth inhibitor. Indeed, several reports since its discovery have described in vitro inhibitory activities of ECRG4 gene overexpression,14,17,21,22,53 but to date there is still no report demonstrating growth inhibitory biological activity of recombinant ECRG4 proteins.34 In contrast, others have shown ECRG4 overexpression and ECRG4 peptides to be either stimulatory, proinflammatory, or to require proteolytic processing for activity.27,30,32,37,44 The discovery of ECRG4 expression in human leukocytes in particular37 raised the possibility that its association with tumor growth might include both epithelial and immuno-inflammatory signaling. Together, these findings support the observation that ECRG4 is unlike other traditional and more commonly studied tumor suppressor genes like p53 and Rb, although they likely interact.51 In addition to being secreted, encoding a ligand, and being processed differently in different cell types, there are also no reports of genetic mutations in the c2orf40 locus that are associated with human cancers. While some sequence variations have been detected in a small fraction of breast tumors, the loss of ECRG4 in cancer is most likely attributable to the incidence of decreased gene expression rather than inactivating polymorphisms.19 These observations are also compatible with those describing a downregulation of ECRG4 gene expression that is primarily epigenetic and therefore mediated by promoter hypermethylation.13–15

Although several reports describe ECRG4 with implied tumor suppressor activity, the mechanism of any of these antitumor activities remains largely unknown. For example, no specific peptide has unequivocally been shown to be responsible for the biological effects of ECRG4 gene overexpression. Accordingly, its activities remain contentious. Overexpression of ECRG4 in vivo has significant effects on cell growth and function in several preclinical models of human disease (see “Infection, inflammation, and injury”). Whereas some studies have suggested a direct antitumor cell effect in vitro, however, others have not been convincing or confirmed and, in at least two instances, the published research papers54,56 have been retracted. In our laboratories, we have had significant difficulty establishing a direct antimitogenic effect of ECRG4 overexpression when transfecting tumor cells in vitro.37 Yet in vivo, tumor studies reproducibly show significant antitumorigenic effects of ECRG4 in orthotopic tumor models of CNS and subcutaneous cancers.57 We speculate that this variability is due to the need for proteolytic processing to observe biological activity,44 and that proteolytic processing is very cell specific.45 Other investigators have pointed to indirect mechanisms that might account for in vivo antitumor activities, for example by increased autocrine induction of apoptosis20 or the proinflammatory effects of a small 16-amino-acid peptide that is released from the C-terminus of ECRG4.37

These findings add credence to the observations that ECRG4 would have to be unique among “candidate” tumor suppressor genes because it is extracellular, localized to the cell surface, and shed into extracellular milieu. Tumor suppressor genes, in contrast, usually encode intracellular proteins that serve as transcription factors and components of intracellular signaling pathways. ECRG4 activities appear more reminiscent of cytokine-chemokine-growth factors in that they also require proteolytic processing for activity. These similarities would also suggest that ECRG4 acts via paracrine pathways, and most likely in conjunction with circulating
immune and inflammatory cells through mechanisms more similar to immunosurveillance than tumor suppression. Leukocytes are a rich natural source of ECRG4, and a thrombin-processed, 16-amino-acid peptide is a chemoattractant of myeloid cells. Overexpression of ECRG4 in preclinical models of gliomas reverses the immunosuppressive tumor microenvironment, reduces the glioma burden, and increases in the survival of glioma-bearing animals. These observations are markedly similar to at least two other cytokine-like factors with similar ECRG4-like antitumor activity. Both thymic stromal lymphoprotein and galectin, for example, are outside the cell, localize to the cell surface, and influence myeloid cell infiltration into tissues. On the basis of these similarities, the findings with ECRG4 are consistent with the hypothesis that it is first a physiological immunomodulatory/immunosurveillance factor that, when introduced into the tumor bed, regulates the tumor immune microenvironment and the control of tumor growth.

**Infection, inflammation, and injury**

Just as ECRG4 gene expression is downregulated in tumors, it is also seen downregulated after injury and infection. In a model of mucosal infection, for example (Figure 3), ECRG4 is constitutively expressed, but gene expression decreases rapidly following infection at times that immediately precede cell proliferation. The return of ECRG4 gene expression also precedes the return to quiescence. Similar responses are observed in other models of acute injury, although increased ECRG4 gene expression is reported in some models of chronic inflammation, including transgenic mice that overexpress the tau23 protein to mimic Alzheimer’s disease. Shaterian et al also showed that there was a slow and graded elevation in ECRG4 gene expression in skin, possibly due to the invasion of ECRG4 leukocytes that mobilize to the wound after excisional cutaneous injury, and gene expression was highest at the last stages of wound resolution. This finding is compatible with an ECRG4 participation in the regulation of epithelial to mesenchyme transition that occurs in wound healing, and by extension, perhaps, in cancer. To date, this mechanism has not been explored. Instead, in models of CNS injury, there is a rapid decrease in constitutive ECRG4 gene expression that decreases sharply by 24 hours, but is transient and normalizes shortly thereafter. The decrease in ECRG4 is coincident with a peak in neuroprogenitor cell proliferation and the ECRG4 response appears dependent on the severity of the CNS lesion, suggesting a physiological role for ECRG4 in gauging parenchymal and inflammatory response to traumatic brain injury. In these studies, a small needle injury leads to a transient decrease, with a full recovery of ECRG4 within 24–48 hours. In contrast, a larger penetrating injury results in more sustained decreases in ECRG4 expression to 72–120 hours, although a full recovery is observed shortly thereafter. Interestingly, a forced and continuous expression of ECRG4 using adenovirus encoding ECRG4 compensates for the injury-induced loss of ECRG4 gene expression and alters the natural course of the injury response. These experiments establish a causal relationship between the decrease in ECRG4 expression and injury-induced changes, like the increase in cell migration in vivo. They also infer that processes regulating endogenous gene expression will impact the response to injury. It is therefore interesting to note that these findings predict that the epigenetic methylation of the ECRG4 promoter will gauge ECRG4 gene responsiveness to injury by controlling basal gene expression and its ability to return to levels post injury.

In a separate set of experiments, Kurabi et al studied mucosal epithelial cells because they are highly sensitive to inflammatory cytokines in vivo and in vitro, and respond to infection with reversible mucosal thickening and cell proliferation. Like other tissues, ECRG4 gene expression is abundant in normal mucosal epithelia, but it decreases after infection and inflammation. At resolution, ECRG4

---

**Figure 3** Injury-induced downregulation of ECRG4.

Notes: Mining a gene chip microarray prepared from mouse mucosal epithelium of mice after infection (solid line) there is a time-dependent decrease ECRG4 mRNA. The decrease was compared to the thickness of the ME mucosa (dashed line) and mouse ECRG4 expression was downregulated within 12 hours, with mucosal hyperplasia increasing shortly thereafter. ECRG4 expression recovers just prior to the return of mucosa to normal thickness. Most importantly, if the decrease in ECRG4 gene expression is circumvented by preinjecting adenovirus encoding ECRG4, the hyperplastic response is blocked. These data imply that the scope of the mucosal response depends on the levels of “resting” ECRG4 on the epithelial surface. *indicates statistically different changes from control (P<0.05). Adapted from Kurabi A, Pak K, Dang X, et al. Ecr4 attenuates the inflammatory proliferative response of mucosal epithelial cells to infection. PLoS One. 2013;8(4):e61394.**

**Abbreviations:** ECRG4, esophageal cancer-related gene 4; mRNA, messenger ribonucleic acid.
gene expression returns to preinfection quiescent levels and epithelial thickening and proliferation normalize to baseline. Although the mechanisms that restore ECRG4 expression have not been investigated, the ECRG4 promoter has many characteristics of a “housekeeping” gene (Figure 1) that predict constitutive expression (eg, Sp1 consensus sites within CpG islands). No studies have been published regarding the possible transcription factors that transiently regulate gene expression after injury or infection as opposed to its epigenetic silencing by hypermethylation. Nevertheless, this regulation appears critical because the delivery of exogenous ECRG4 with adenovirus prevents the observed decrease in tissue ECRG4 and blocking the inhibition protects the epithelium from injury \(^{37}\) and establishes that ECRG4 plays a functional role in epithelial responsiveness to infection. Furthermore, these data support its candidacy as a sentinel gene that gauges inflammation through immunosurveillance rather than a traditional tumor suppressor gene.

The role of ECRG4 in normal development has also been explored, albeit to a limited extent, in the developing brain. There, ECRG4 is selectively upregulated in the choroid plexus and ependyma throughout development, and this expression is maintained in the adult. \(^{40}\) During aging, ECRG4 gene expression naturally increases, and because its overexpression in oligodendrocyte precursor cells induces senescence, it may play a physiological role in aging. \(^{30}\) Knockdown of ECRG4 gene expression during zebrafish development is accompanied by ventriculomegaly that has not been explained, but an overproliferation of astrocytes suggests that ECRG4 regulates cell growth in vivo. \(^{40}\) In bone, ECRG4 expression fluctuates with the differentiation state of the chondrocyte, \(^{28}\) and expression is very low in mesenchymal cells but dramatically increases during chondrogenic differentiation. \(^{28}\) In as much as they mirror an injury response, ECRG4 levels are also decreased in chondrocytes derived from human osteoarthritic cartilage and in tissues of experimental mouse osteoarthritic cartilage. \(^{28}\)

**Signal transduction**

With two exceptions, \(^{12,37}\) the efforts to characterize the signal transduction pathways that are activated by ECRG4 have relied on transducing cells to overexpress the ECRG4 gene and then examine changes in cell signaling pathways. However, because the full identification of naturally processed ECRG4-derived peptides has remained elusive, \(^{3}\) it is impossible to determine which pathways are activated by different ECRG4 derived peptides. The synthetic peptide ECRG4\(^{133–148}\) and the recombinant protein ECRG4\(^{73–148}\) appear proinflammatory, \(^{32,37}\) but ECRG4 gene overexpression shows both pro- and anti-inflammatory responses depending on the model used. There can be increased or decreased nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells (NF-κB) expression, pro- or antiapoptosis, and an inhibition of cell growth or differentiation. Presumably these mixed results are attributable to the fact that different transfected cells produce different ECRG4-derived peptides with potentially different activities and signaling capacity. \(^{3,37,44}\)

That being said, because ECRG4 gene expression is low in undifferentiated mesenchymal cells but dramatically increased during chondrogenesis and then decreased in hypertrophy, \(^{28}\) there is a general agreement that gene expression is dynamically regulated during development as it is after injury. On one hand, Li et al \(^{14,17}\) reported ECRG4 transfection inhibits proinflammatory NF-κB activation, its nuclear translocation, and the activation of cyclooxygenase-2 as a mechanism to inhibit cell proliferation, colony formation, anchorage-independent cell growth, and cell cycle progression. Yet in the CNS, Kujuro et al \(^{10}\) reported increased senescence mediated by increased cyclin D1 and D3 degradation and signaling. These data are compatible with the regulation of ECRG4 by the tumor suppressor p53 \(^{55}\) but are in contrast to its upregulation in the proinflammatory milieu like those caused by Tau23 overexpression. \(^{61}\) As protein processing appears required for inhibitory ECRG4 activities, \(^{44}\) it is difficult to ascribe and specifically differentiate the involvement of signal transduction pathways that implicate NF-κB or transcription pathways like Pou3f4 \(^{49}\) and ETS, \(^{62}\) Fas and caspase 8, \(^{63}\) or alternatively the ubiquitin conjugating enzyme UBE2C. \(^{21}\)

**Clinical significance of ECRG4 to human disease**

The data that link the downregulation of ECRG4 gene expression to the development and progression of epithelial cancers are now significant. \(^{4–6,11–13,16–22,44,52,53,55,63,64}\) Furthermore, its normal homeostatic functions in fetal development and in injury, inflammation, and infection responses are emerging. \(^{24–30,33,35–41,43,45,65}\) Because ECRG4 is unlike other candidate tumor suppressor genes in that it is secreted, tethered to the surface, and proteolytically processed for biological activity, its biology offers significant and proven potential for new drug discovery, like inhibitors of promoter hypermethylation to upregulate gene expression, new drug-target discovery like agonists to its high affinity receptors, drug development like protease inhibitors of cell surface...
processing, and biomarker assessment like flow cytometric analyses of circulating cells. In previous studies, we suggested that although an ECRG4 tethered to the cell surface could act as an anti-inflammatory sentinel factor that gauges the injury response, it could have opposing proinflammatory activities when processed. In this model (Figure 4), ECRG4 is present on the cell surface of both quiescent epithelial cells and circulating leukocytes. This cell surface ECRG4 expressed in quiescent tissues (Figure 4A) may then have a “sentinel” function that monitors homeostasis, gauges the proinflammatory response to injury and infection, and thereby maintains quiescence. Upon infection or inflammation (Figure 4B), protease activation and priming releases processed forms of ECRG4 from the cell surface and ECRG4 gene expression is downregulated. This gives repair cells an ECRG4 cancer “genotype” and proliferative “phenotype.” The release of smaller processed ECRG4 peptides have intrinsic activities that recruit, inhibit, and activate both inflammatory and epithelial cells. These reactive epithelial cells (Figure 4C) are characterized by a downregulated ECRG4 gene expression genotype and a loss of ECRG4 on the cell surface. This facilitates responsiveness to autocrine, paracrine, and endocrine growth promoting factors (Figure 4D) that promote increased cell migration and proliferation. Blocking the loss of ECRG4 prevents this process. The re-expression of intact ECRG4 to the cell surface in a protease-free or protease-neutralized environment would be dependent on promoter activity and its methylation state. As ECRG4 expression returns, it would inhibit cell responsiveness (Figure 4C) and reactivity (Figure 4B) to help restore quiescence (Figure 4A). In cancer, the continuous downregulation of ECRG4 through hypermethylation blocks the restoration of ECRG4 to the cell surface and as such compromises normal immune cell surveillance (Figure 4A), resulting in the display of a continuous reactive phenotype (Figure 4B) that enables constitutive reactivity (Figure 4C) and responsiveness (Figure 4D) to growth promoting agents. In this model, the hypermethylation in the c2orf40 locus prevents an ultimate return of ECRG4 to the cell surface, thereby interfering with normal immunosurveillance and proinflammatory signaling.

Although this model is consistent with current research, it is likely incomplete. Nevertheless, it has significant implications in the design of experiments to better understand the physiological and pathophysiological importance of ECRG4 in human biology. First, flow cytometry of ECRG4 cell

---

**Figure 4** A model for the action of ECRG4 in cancer and the response to injury.

**Notes:** In quiescent tissues (A), ECRG4 is present on the cell surface of both epithelial cells and circulating leukocytes. This cell surface ECRG4 is thought to play a “sentinel” function that monitors homeostasis, gauges the proinflammatory response to injury and infection, and thereby maintains quiescence. Upon infection or inflammation (B), protease activation and priming of these cells releases processed forms of ECRG4 from the cell surface and ECRG4 gene expression is downregulated. The release of smaller processed ECRG4 peptides have intrinsic activities that recruit, inhibit, and activate both inflammatory and epithelial cells. These reactive epithelial cells (C) are characterized by a downregulated ECRG4 gene expression and a loss of ECRG4 on the cell surface. This facilitates responsiveness to autocrine, paracrine, and endocrine growth promoting factors (D) that result in cell expansion through increased migration, proliferation, and lost differentiation. A gauged return of the intact ECRG4 to the cell surface in a protease-free (or neutralized) milieu, which is dependent on the methylation of the ECRG4 promoter, inhibits reactivity and helps restore quiescence. In cancer, a continuous downregulation of ECRG4 through hypermethylation and the failure to restore ECRG4 to the cell surface compromises normal immune cell surveillance (A), and displays a continuous inflammation phenotype (B) that enables constitutive reactivity (C) and responsiveness of the cell to mediators of inflammation. The hypermethylation of ECRG4 prevents its ultimate return to the cell surface, thereby interfering with normal immunosurveillance.

**Abbreviations:** ECRG4, esophageal cancer-related gene 4; PMN, polymorphonuclear cells.
surface expression might be used as a surrogate biomarker to monitor both the epigenetic state of ECRG4 gene expression and cell homeostasis. Similarly, new drugs that either regulate ECRG4 gene expression, its processing at the cell surface, or prevent hypermethylation of the ECRG4 promoter could increase the levels of cell surface ECRG4 and as such, promote the immunosurveillance and homeostasis-maintaining effects ECRG4-mediated activities.

**Future directions**

It is critical that the specific mechanism of ECRG4 action be identified and that the identity of the processed peptides that mediate its activities be characterized. In this way, it will be possible to address the mechanisms that regulate ECRG4 activity. Functional studies using ECRG4 gene knockout mice will enable the elucidation of ECRG4 functions when the gene is downregulated, as in after injury and in cancer. To date, knockout mice appear to have an impaired wound healing phenotype (Eliceiri BP, personal communication), but are otherwise normal. This is expected in view of the proposed sentinel function for ECRG4 expression. It is interesting to speculate that the loss of ECRG4 will increase susceptibility to spontaneous cancers and increase aberrant inflammatory responses to injury. If such links are identified, the findings would support a causative link between the naturally occurring downregulation of ECRG4 expression that is observed after hypermethylation and the development, progression, and metastasis of epithelial and hematopoietic cancers. These data would also suggest the possibility that ECRG4 overexpression could provide protection against cell transformation. With a better understanding of its receptor(s) and downstream signaling pathway(s), the emerging functions of ECRG4 could point to significant new therapies for human malignancies that target its physiological function at the interface of inflammation, infection, and malignancy.
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